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discrimination of cantonese tones by speakers of tone and ... - 1 discrimination of cantonese tones by
speakers of tone and non-tone languages zhen qin and peggy p. k. mok university of kansas and the chinese
university of hong kong preparing the books to read every day is enjoyable for ... - cantonese sounds
and tones paperback preparing the books to read every day is enjoyable for many people. however, there are
still many people who also don't like reading. language specificity in speech perception: perception of
... - produced cantonese tones. he found that the high falling tone was placed midway he found that the high
falling tone was placed midway between the level and the contour tones in the perceptual tone space. tone
perception experiment, where the native chinese ... - tones and some dialects have five (38 dialects) or
six (one dialect) tones. the southern dialects of the southern dialects of wu, xiang, gan, hakka, northern and
southern min and cantonese ... context effect in the categorical perception of mandarin tones - level
tones, a high-level tone response was coded as b6^,a middle-level tone response as b3^, and a low-level tone
re- sponse as b1^, with 6, 3, and 1 referring to level tones’ per- unequal effects of speech and nonspeech
contexts on the ... - unequal effects of speech and nonspeech contexts on the perceptual normalization of
cantonese level tones caicai zhang,a) gang peng,b) and william s-y. wang tone perception of cantonesespeaking children with cochlear - to identify cantonese tones. it aims at seeing the effect of pitch level and
change in pitch form on it aims at seeing the effect of pitch level and change in pitch form on tone
identification. normalizing talker variation in the perception of ... - normalizing talker variation in the
perception of cantonese level tones: impact of speech and nonspeech contexts caicai zhang, gang peng,
william s-y. wang difficulties with mandarin tones: learners’ perspectives ... - abstract ythis study
investigates beginning level adult chinese as a foreign language (cfl) learners’ difficulties with mandarin
chinese tones. cantonese(grammar(synopsis( - sfu - b.!huang (1970): large comprehensive dictionary (487
pages with approx. 20,000 entries), with forms with yale romanization and chinese characters in the cantoneseto-english entries c.!recommended dictionaries with mandarin equivalents: ouyang (1993) gives guangzhou uc
berkeley phonology lab annual report (2008) language ... - cantonese and mandarin listeners were
better at discriminating tones in their own dialect and that the tone language speaking listeners were better
able to discriminate the tones than the english group. language-specificity in speech perception:
perception of ... - 1 language-specificity in speech perception: perception of mandarin tones by native and
nonnative listeners tsan huang keith johnson university at buffalo (suny) uc berkeley mingyabooks booklist
email: info@mingyabooks ... - cantonease-practical guide to mastering cantonese sounds & tones (incl. 4
cds) lee, yin-ping/choi ming-c greenwood press 962-279-210-3 212 79,50 cantonese colloquial expressions lo
tam fee-yin chinese university press 978-962-996-181-7 346 39,50 effect of tonal neutralization rules on
native speech ... - 170 effect of tonal neutralization rules on native speech perception* tsan huang university
at buffalo (suny) &the ohio state university 0. introduction
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